Launch of KHAN-I fund: € 60 million
for early stage drug development
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Why has the KHAN-I fund been
raised?

Who is investing in the fund?
The European Investment Fund contributes half
the money, as its goal is to strengthen innovation
and translation in Europe and also to tap the enormous economic potential of new inventions. In
Austria, the Austria Wirtschaftsservice with funds
provided by the Österreich-Fonds and the Federal
4PUPZ[Y`MVY+PNP[HSHUK,JVUVTPJ(ќHPYZHUK[OL
Max Planck Foundation in Germany, act as coinvestors.

Which projects will be invested in?
The KHAN-I fund focuses on innovative projects
that have a clear potential for creating new thera-
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since 2008 and, since recently, also at wings4innovation and Khanu . Before joining
LDC, he managed the medicinal chemistry department and a broad range of drug
discovery projects with Sandoz and Novartis at the research site in Vienna. The
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Currently, basic research results are not applied efÄJPLU[S`[VKYP]LKY\NKPZJV]LY`HUKKL]LSVWTLU[
particularly also in the German-speaking region.
0UUV]H[P]L ÄUKPUNZ HYL ILPUN \ZLK YH[OLY ZSV^S`
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and hypotheses often are not mature and validated
enough and considered as being too risky for inhouse development. At the same time, academia
PZ\UHISL[VWLYMVYT[OLYLX\PYLKHKKP[PVUHSKL]LSVWTLU[Z[LWZHUK]HSPKH[PVU<Z\HSS`[OLW\ISPZO
or-perish mode characterizing today’s science
leaves no room to follow the path of drug developTLU[5LP[OLY[OLÄUHUJPHSTLHUZUVY[OLYLX\PYLK
professional know-how and network are available
at most of our basic research organizations. The
KHAN-I fund will contribute to bridging the gap
between labs and clinics and between academia
HUKPUK\Z[Y`MVY[OLILULÄ[VMWH[PLU[ZHUKHSSWHY[PLZPU]VS]LK([V[HSVMÁTPSSPVUPZH]HPSHISLMVY
promising new drug discovery projects.

peutic modalities in indications with an unmet
medical need. The results are prototypes of new
drugs that have a high chance for further development and commercialization. Basic research
\UKPZW\[LKS`WYV]PKLZL_JP[PUNUL^ÄUKPUNZHUK
hypotheses that need to undergo systematic and
professional testing and validation. This is exactly
the focus area of the projects that will be funded,
managed, and commercialized by KHAN-I. Our
team has long-standing expertise in drug discovery and development and such translational activi[PLZ4VYLV]LY^LTHPU[HPUH[VWX\HSP[`UL[^VYR
within both academia and industry. We talk to the
best researchers and important decision makers in
PUK\Z[Y`H[L`LSL]LS;OPZILULÄ[Z[OLWYVQLJ[ZHUK
increases the chances for success.

As of when and where to submit proposals for funding?
Proposals can be submitted as of now. In Austria,
the newly founded wings4innovation GmbH, loJH[LKPU=PLUUHPZ[OLJVU[HJ[WVPU[MVYX\LZ[PVUZ
and is in charge of evaluating project proposals. In
Germany, you are invited to contact Khanu ManHNLTLU[.TI/2OHU\^OPJOPZ[OLTHUHNPUN
entity of KHAN-I, in Dortmund. Both wings4innovation and Khanu evaluate and propose projects
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KHAN-I a true success story
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www.w4i.org

in Germany

www.khanu.de

for investment by the KHAN-I fund. We all are
committed to keeping due diligence periods short
HUK[VLќLJ[P]LS`HUKLѝJPLU[S`M\UK[OLKPZJV]LY`
and early development of potential future drugs.
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in the German-speaking region and we know that
[OLYLPZHNYLH[KLTHUKMVY[OPZUL^ÄUHUJPUN]Lhicle.

How will projects be operationalized
HUK^OV^PSSILULÄ[PUJHZLVMZ\Jcess?
Researchers whose ideas and approaches are
taken to the next level by KHAN-I will be on board
as collaboration partners. Projects will be managed by the fund and the necessary experiments
will be carried out in cooperation with partners
such as the Lead Discovery Center and CROs.
In case of positive results, drug candidates will be
out-licensed or become the cornerstone of start\WZ9LZLHYJOLYZHUK[OLPYOVTLZJPLU[PÄJPUZ[P[\tions will have a share in the fund’s proceeds. The
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from research than is the case today.
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